Macro-texture perception through active and dynamic touch
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Abstract. The tactile mechanism of texture perception is getting well figured out, resulting in the emergence of texture rendering devices. It is worth noting that the textures in these studies have interior space gap in the millimeter level and below. This kind of textures is called “fine texture”. In contrast, the "Macro texture" has space gap in centimeters and above, and it is considered as the special texture with tiny texture pattern covered on curved surface. Compared with fine texture, macro texture contains richer surface information, including both roughness and curvature. This paper aims to study the mechanism of macro texture perception, and establish active and dynamic touch-based haptic perception models.
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1 Introduction

Haptic perception of texture is well studied over recent years. The display methods could be divided into three categories: the first is based on geometric shape reproduce, it gets texture’s geometric contour through image processing, and then uses force feedback device to display contact force normally and tangentially [1]; the second is based on vibration perception, the researchers constructed array of needles and controlled their vibration amplitude and frequency to reproduce the texture [2-4]; the third is based on the friction force change, it could get texture feeling by changing the contact friction between the finger and the interface of haptic device, like Tesla Touch [5] and StimTac [6].

The common characteristic of the rendered texture using above methods is that their interior space gap is in the millimeter and below. We could call them “fine texture”. On contract, the “macro texture” has interior space gap in centimeter and above (Fig. 1a). From the point of view of geometric properties, the macro texture can be seen as tiny texture pattern covering on curved surface (Fig. 1b), it includes both texture and curvature information. Human could get both the feeling of the roughness of fine texture and the feeling of force feedback of the curvature surface when exploring across a macro texture.

Compared with fine texture, the macro texture contains richer information and its haptic mechanism is certainly more complex. For example, the deformation of fingertip’s tissue, the force applied by the finger, the shearing force fed back by the surface, the friction force between the finger and the surface, etc, are different from that of the fine texture exploration. These differences will change the characteristic value and passivity boundary condition of the common fine texture perception models. In addition, from the view of curvature perception, thanks to the tiny texture pattern covered on the...
surface, the curvature display should render not only the geometrical property and force feedback [7, 8], but also the micro mechanical stimuli between the skin and the rough surface.

This work studies the haptic mechanism of the macro texture perception, and establishes rendering models which are suited to most macro textures. These models should take consider of the interplay between fine texture perception and curvature perception. The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the perception protocol of macro texture; Section 3 describes the motion models of the kinesthetic platform; Section 4 presents the analysis of fine texture rendering; and Section 5 gives the conclusion and future work.

Figure 1. The haptic perception of macro texture. (a) The finger explores the macro texture; (b) The finger tip gets in touch with the fine texture pattern; (c) The finger-tip perceives the curvature.

2 Perception prototype

The perception of macro texture can be hardly achieved by using neither existed fine texture displays nor force feedback devices. For instance, the needle array-based or friction change-based displays could only reproduce the sensation of roughness with low amplitude, but not the texture grid with high amplitude [2]. The force feedback device, such as the PhanToM, could reconstruct the contour of the macro texture, but cannot display the tiny texture pattern. At the same time, its instability and small force output limits the application when rigid contact existed [9].

In consideration of the perception of fine texture and curvature simultaneously, the StimTac plate is used as the end-effector [10] (Fig. 2). It’s hard and successive surface could display the fine texture based on film squeeze effect, and the curvature based on the reproduction of local contact trajectory. The prototype and picture of apparatus are shown in Fig. 3. It has three degrees of freedom: x-axis, z-axis and rotation about y-axis. It can independently orient, elevate, and translate the StimTac plate, making sure that the plate is always kept tangential to a virtual macro texture at the contact point during manual exploration.

This platform can meet the requirement of active and dynamic touch. The finger of the user is free to move forward and backward along the surface of the plate. It is closer to natural touch and at the same time, it is in regard to slip cue over the surface [11]. According to the characteristic of macro texture and the prototype of apparatus, three motion control models are built, in making sure that they meet the needs of continuity on the force response, conservative and passivity on energy.
Figure 2. The StimTac plates. (a) is metal surface prototype, and (b) is transparent capacitive prototype [10].

Figure 3. (a) is the prototype; (b) is the photo of apparatus.

3 Analysis of the motion models

For position control of the end effector, three motion models (control strategies) were proposed. When user's finger moves forward and backward along the surface of the StimTac plate freely, the plate rotates about its midpoint to make sure that it is always tangential to the profile of the macro texture to be represented. This control strategy was applied to respect the dominant information for the shape perception - the local surface orientation [12, 13]. As the end effector rotates itself, velocity of contact point at the plate is existed. How to counterbalance that velocity leads to the second motion model. Moreover, thanks to the slipping movement between the finger and the plate, a slip cue exists during the exploration. How to respect this slip cue leads to the third motion model.

3.1 Basic motion model

The sinusoidal profile with one degree of freedom was used to describe the contour of macro texture (see Fig. 4). In order to haptic display this profile, we control the orientation of the end effector in a sinusoidal way so that the plate is always tangential to the profile of the macro texture at the contact point, when exploration takes place following the proximal-distal direction.
Figure 4. Contact schematic on macro texture.

Fig. 4 shows the rendering process. $M$ is the contact point; $U$ is the length of exploration distance; $\theta$ is the angle between the finger and the tactile plate at the contact point, it defines the cue of local surface orientation.

The sinusoidal profile of macro textures is:

$$y(x) = A \sin\left(\frac{2\pi x}{T}\right)$$  (1)

Relationship between $\theta$ and $x$ is:

$$\tan \theta = \frac{dy(x)}{dx} = \frac{2\pi A}{T} \cos\left(\frac{2\pi x}{T}\right)$$  (2)

Relationship between $U$ and $x$ is:

$$U = \int_0^x \sqrt{1 + \left(\frac{4\pi A}{T^2} \frac{\pi}{2} \cos^2\left(\frac{2\pi x}{T}\right)\right)} \, dx$$  (3)

Where $T$ and $A$ are the period and amplitude of the macro texture respectively. According to (1) (2) (3), we can obtain the relationship between the angle $\theta$ and finger exploration distance $U$ at the sinusoidal macro texture model.

### 3.2 Velocity compensation model

As we know, human exploration takes place mainly in the condition that the touched object is static, and the finger is dynamic (self-controlled touch, leads to a better performance than other manners of touch). Nevertheless, the end effector of above platform has its own velocity during haptic exploration. Fig. 5 shows the tactile plate’s rotation movement. From the time $t_1$ to $t_2$, the initial contact point $M_1$ moves to the position $M_2$ (at the instant $t_2$, the contact point is $M_2$). So the contact point $M_1$ has the velocity $v_x$ at x-direction and $v_y$ at y-direction as the plate rotates.

The two velocity components could be calculated from the exploration speed and the parameters of macro texture. Define: the length of the tactile plate is $L$, and then the rotation angular velocity of the plate is $\omega$. According to the relationship between the angular velocity and linear velocity, we can get the speed of the contact point $V$: 
When $U<L/2$, 

$$V = (\frac{L}{2} - U) \omega$$ \hspace{1cm} (4)$$

When $U>L/2$, 

$$V = (U - \frac{L}{2}) \omega$$ \hspace{1cm} (5)$$

As shown in Fig.5, we decompose the speed $v$ into two components at horizontal and vertical directions:

$$V_x = V \sin \theta$$ \hspace{1cm} (6)$$

$$V_y = V \cos \theta$$ \hspace{1cm} (7)$$

In order to restore the real situation, it is necessary to compensate that velocity of contact point. The strategy is to add two degrees of freedom to the platform, making the plate has opposite velocity against the two components $v_x$ and $v_y$. According to (6) (7) and the midpoint of the tactile plate, the compensation values and directions were obtained, as shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. The Value and Direction of Velocity Compensation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Left of midpoint</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horizontal direction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>right</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>left</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>right</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>left</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.3 Position compensation model

For each contact point $M$, the basic motion model has a corresponding angle $\theta$. The exploration distance $U$ can be got based on $\theta$ and $M$. Fig. 6 presents the exploration trajectory based on x-ray. It is worth noting that the curve of exploration trajectory is notable different from the profile of macro texture. This difference may influence the perception of curvature.

Position compensation was then proposed to coincide the exploration trajectory with the profile of macro texture. The strategy is that, the flat plate was displaced in the x-axis direction and the y-axis direction to compensate the redundant displacement compared with the profile of macro texture. At the same time, the rotation angle $\theta$ is strictly guaranteed as calculated in (2), so the dominant slop cue for curvature perception is always respected. Thus, the motion model has three degrees of freedom: rotation DOF, horizontal DOF (displacement in x-axis direction) and vertical DOF (displacement in y-axis direction). Define the coordinate system of the macro texture model has the left end point as the origin point and the initial angle of the platform is $\theta_0$, the additional displacement $x_0$ and displacement $y_0$ of the plate could be evaluated by the following equation:

When $U<\frac{L}{2}$,

$$x_{finger} = \frac{L}{2}\cos\theta_0 - \left(\frac{L}{2} - U\right)\cos\theta$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

$$y_{finger} = \frac{L}{2}\sin\theta_0 - \left(\frac{L}{2} - U\right)\sin\theta$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)

When $U>\frac{L}{2}$,

$$y_{finger} = \frac{L}{2}\sin\theta_0 + \left(U - \frac{L}{2}\right)\sin\theta$$  \hspace{1cm} (10)

$$x_{finger} = \frac{L}{2}\cos\theta_0 + \left(U - \frac{L}{2}\right)\cos\theta$$  \hspace{1cm} (11)

$$x_0 = x_{finger} - x_{real}$$  \hspace{1cm} (12)

$$y_0 = y_{finger} - y_{real}$$  \hspace{1cm} (13)
Where, $x_{\text{finger}}$ and $y_{\text{finger}}$ are the horizontal coordinate and vertical coordinate of the finger in the coordinate system of the platform respectively, $x_{\text{real}}$ and $y_{\text{real}}$ are the horizontal coordinate and vertical coordinate of the point to be rendered in the coordinate system of the platform respectively, $L$ is the length of the tactile plate.

Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 present the Matlab simulation of the compensation displacements of $x_0$ and $y_0$.

### 4 Fine texture pattern rendering

As Fig. 1 shows, tiny texture pattern is covered on the profile of macro texture. The perception of tiny texture pattern and the perception of curvature could be realized independently. But they have strong internal relationship and better to be considered together. In that condition, the roughness and force are mixed, and the micro mechanical stimuli will be more complex. The deformation and the stress force of the fingertip’s tissue are also more complex than either case. The tiny pattern could be rendered by tactile displays based on various principles. Comparatively, the displays with friction-controlled surface have better rendering results [6,14,15]. Among these devices, the StimTac has excellent fine texture perception effect. It is a touchpad device that supports friction reduction by means of squeeze film effect.

![Figure 7. The compensation displacement of $x_0$.](image)

![Figure 8. The compensation displacement of $y_0$.](image)

The creation of squeeze film effect is a particular technique for producing a variable friction between the finger and the touched surface. Variable friction force reproduces variable roughness.
The StimTac has successive surface and the user’s finger could explore it actively and dynamically at proximal-distal direction, so it is used as the end effector in this study for fine texture perception and curvature perception meanwhile.

5 Conclusion and future work

In this work, we studied the haptic perception of macro texture. The macro texture can be seen as tiny texture pattern covering on curved surface, it includes both fine texture and curvature information. Its haptic mechanism is complex and need to be verified through psychophysical experiments. We proposed a novel haptic platform coupled with kinesthetic and tactile to render the macro texture. The StimTac is used as the end effector for both fine texture perception and curvature perception. As the texture perception of StimTac based on friction reduction by means of squeeze film effect was well studied, we focus on in this paper the perception of the profile of macro texture. Three motion models are analyzed: the basic motion model, the velocity compensation model and the position compensation model.

The future work is to verify the motion models and the perception effect coupled of fine texture and curvature. In addition, the deformation of fingertip’s tissue, the force applied by the finger, the shearing force fed back by the surface, the friction force between the finger and the surface are need to be calibrated through psychophysical experiments, such as the perception match experiment, the just noticeable difference experiment, etc.
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